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Rock Cycle Review Game or Task Cards  

Aligned Lesson 7 
Science Lesson for Unit: Rock Cycle Rocks 

 
Julie Senka 
Science Teacher 
Piloted in Grade 6 

About the author/teacher:  
6th- 8th grade science teacher 
jsenka@manhattan114.org 
Manhattan Junior High 
District 114 
Manhattan, Illinois  

Unit: Rock Cycle Rocks Lesson Length: 1 (45 minute) class 
period 

Grade Level: 6-8; Piloted at Grade 6 Related Unit:  
• The Rock Cycle; Geologic Change 
• WHST.6-8.2 - Write 

informative/explanatory texts to 
examine a topic and convey ideas, 
concepts, and information through 
the selection, organization, and 
analysis of relevant content. (CCSS 
ELA) 

• RST.6-8.7 - Integrate quantitative or 
technical information expressed in 
words in a text with a version of 
that information expressed visually 
(e.g., in a flowchart, diagram, model, 
graph, or table). (CCSS ELA)  

• SL.8.1 - Engage effectively in a range 
of collaborative discussions (one-
on-one, in groups, teacher-led) with 
diverse partners on grade 6 topics, 
texts, and issues, building on others’ 
ideas and expressing their own 
clearly. (CCSS ELA) 

• SS.IS.6.6-8.MdC - Construct 
explanations using reasoning, 
correct sequence, examples and 
details, while acknowledging their 
strengths and weaknesses. (IL SS) 

• SS.G2.6-8.MdC - Compare and 
contrast the cultural and 
environmental characteristics of 
different places or regions. (IL SS) 

Enduring Understandings Essential Questions 

• Models can be used to represent systems and their 
interactions. 

• Within a natural or designed system, the transfer of 
energy drives the motion and/or cycling of matter.  

• Rocks and fossils tell the history of Earth and how 
environmental conditions have changed over time. 

• The principle of uniformitarianism states that the 
processes that occurred in the past are the same as the 

• How does energy contribute to the 
formation of Earth materials, such 
as minerals, rocks, and ores? 

• How can scientists determine what 
has happened in the past? 

• How does energy affect Earth’s 
landscapes? 
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processes occurring presently and will continue to 
occur in the future. 

• The rock cycle is a slow, continuous, never-ending 
recycling of rocks that changes Earth’s surface. 

• Energy from Earth’s interior drives the rock cycle. 
• Physical/Mechanical Weathering breaks down rocks 

into smaller pieces. 
• Weathering changes rocks on Earth’s surface. 
• Erosion carries rocks away on Earth’s surface. 
• Melting of rocks can occur on or below Earth’s surface. 
• Igneous rocks can form aboveground from quick-

cooling lava and underground from slow-cooling 
magma. 

• Sedimentary rocks are made from cemented and 
compacted sediments. 

• Metamorphic rocks are formed underground when a 
rock is exposed to intense heat and pressure. 

• All rocks can weather and erode. 
• All rocks can melt into magma. 
• Geologic change on Earth is sudden, the result of 

catastrophic events (catastrophism), or slow and 
gradual (uniformitarianism). 

• Geologic changes that occur today will affect 
resources and landscapes in the future. 

• How do processes in the Rock 
Cycle affect earth’s landscapes? 

• How does change happen to 
Earth’s landscapes? 

• How have tectonic plates shaped 
Earth’s landscapes throughout 
history? 

• Changing Earth: What has the 
history of Earth looked like?  

Transfer Goals 

• Developing and using models 
• Constructing explanations (for science) 
• Identifying Patterns and Causes/Effects to make future predictions 
• Using data and evidence of past events to make statistical predictions for future events 
• Citing evidence that stability may be disturbed by sudden events or gradual changes over 

time 
Learning Objectives 

• Use reasoning, along with the assumption that theories and laws that describe the natural 
world operate today as they did in the past and will continue to do so in the future, to 
connect the evidence and support an explanation for how the geologic time scale is used to 
construct a timeline of the Earth’s history. 

• Use evidence and reasoning to construct an explanation for the given phenomenon, which 
involves changes at Earth’s surface. 

• Identify and describe* the evidence necessary for constructing an explanation, including: 
o The slow and large-scale motion of the Earth’s plates and the results of that motion. 
o Surface weathering, erosion, movement, and the deposition of sediment ranging 

from large to microscopic scales (e.g., sediment consisting of boulders and 
microscopic grains of sand, raindrops dissolving microscopic amounts of minerals). 

o Rapid catastrophic events (e.g., earthquakes, volcanoes, meteor impacts). 
• Identify the corresponding timescales for each identified geoscience process. 
• Use multiple valid and reliable sources, which may include students’ own investigations, 

evidence from data, and observations from conceptual models used to represent changes 
that occur on very large or small spatial and/or temporal scales (e.g., stream tables to 
illustrate erosion and deposition, maps and models to show the motion of tectonic plates). 

• Use reasoning, along with the assumption that theories and laws that describe the natural 
world operate today as they did in the past and will continue to do so in the future, to 
connect the evidence and support an explanation for how geoscience processes have 
changed the Earth’s surface at a variety of temporal and spatial scales. 
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• Use reasoning, along with the assumption that theories and laws that describe the natural 
world operate today as they did in the past and will continue to do so in the future, to 
connect the evidence and support an explanation for how geoscience processes have 
changed the Earth’s surface at a variety of temporal and spatial scales. Students describe the 
following chain of reasoning for their explanation: 

o Surface processes such as erosion, movement, weathering, and the deposition of 
sediment can modify surface features, such as mountains, or create new features, 
such as canyons. These processes can occur at spatial scales ranging from large to 
microscopic over time periods ranging from years to hundreds of millions of years. 

o Catastrophic changes can modify or create surface features over a very short period 
of time compared to other geoscience processes, and the results of those 
catastrophic changes are subject to further changes over time by processes that act 
on longer time scales (e.g., erosion of a meteor crater). 

o A given surface feature is the result of a broad range of geoscience processes 
occurring at different temporal and spatial scales. 

o Surface features will continue to change in the future as geoscience processes 
continue to occur. 

Students will be able to: 

• Explain the changes that happened in Earth’s 4.6 billion-year past are the same changes that 

occur in the present and will continue to occur in the future. 

• Identify weathering as the force that breaks rocks down. 

• Identify erosion as the force that move rocks from one place to another. 

• Identify weathering and erosion as forces that work together to make and move sediment 

from one place to another. 

• Identify compaction and cementation of sediments as the forces that create Sedimentary 

Rocks. 

• Identify heat and pressure as the agents of metamorphism (Metamorphic Rocks.) 

• Identify the cooling and hardening of magma and lava as the forces that create Igneous 

Rocks. 

• Point to melting as the cause of any rock turning back into magma under the Earth’s surface, 

or lava above. 

• Identify Earth’s internal energy as the driving force for the Rock Cycle. 

• Identify the sun, water, and wind as agents of weathering and erosion on Earth’s surface. 

• Classify the Rock Cycle as a slow and gradual process but identify counterexamples to 

explain when rocks can be changed suddenly, as seen in natural disasters. 

• Explain the Rock Cycle and its processes verbally or in text. 
Library of Congress: Primary Sources Materials/Supplies/Resources 

Evolution of a Home – One, Two, Three, Four, Five 
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017760031/ 
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017760032/ 
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017760033/ 
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017760034/ 
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017760035/ 

 

 

• Computer with Internet Access 
• Whiteboards & Dry Erase Markers 

(Plastic Sheet Protectors over white 
paper if whiteboards are not 
available.) – If using the Cards as a 
Review Game 

• Rock Cycle Task Cards & Answer 
Sheet – If using as independent 
Review or Reinforcement 

https://www.loc.gov/item/2017760031/
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017760032/
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017760033/
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017760034/
https://www.loc.gov/item/2017760035/
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Engage: How can I get students interested in this? 

• See attached lesson for detailed plans. 

• Teacher will engage students with LOC images of Evolution of a Home One, Two, Three, 
Four, Five.  This shows the gradual change of a town over time.  Similarly, Earth and rocks 
change slowly over time. 

• This resource has four possible uses, from most engaging to least engaging: 

1 – White Board Team Review Game – Junior High kids love games 

2 – Bell-ringers or Exit Slip Ideas 

3 – Individual Extra practice for only those kids who need it, 

4 – Individual Review for all students – Functions well if sub plans are needed, or if the teacher is 
away from the classroom. 

Explore: What tasks/questions can I offer to help students puzzle through this? 

• See attached lesson for detailed plans. 

• It is imperative that the teacher circulates and checks for student understanding while 
answering the questions, if independent. 

• It is imperative that the teacher observes who is answering most and least during a game 
scenario. 

• It is important that the teacher/co-teacher work with struggling students if utilized for that 
purpose. 

Explain: How can I help students make sense of their observations? 

• See attached lesson for detailed plans. 

• At this point, there are not many student observations to be made, but the teacher can 
continue with judging student knowledge and thought process. 

• THE TEACHER MUST CHECK FOR UNDERSTANDING AND CLARIFY MISCONCEPTIONS AS 
THEY ARISE. 

Extend/Elaborate: How can my students apply their new knowledge to other situations? 

• See attached lesson for detailed plans. 

• From the LOC images, students will see that change is constant on Earth, whether we are 
looking at towns changing over time, or rocks. 

• Again, the LOC images should lead to a discussion on Earth’s history, as Earth has constantly 
changed throughout the last 4.6 billion years. 

Evaluate: How can I help my students self-evaluate and reflect on the learning? 

• See attached lesson for detailed plans.  
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• If utilized as a Review Game, answers will be given immediately after all groups record an 
answer.  This game also allows students to discuss answers and receive peer feedback/self-
check as they proceed through the activity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Unit 2 – Lesson 7 
 

1 Class Period (45 minutes each) 
 

Reviewing the Rock Cycle 
 

Julie M. Senka 
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Part 1 – (2 minutes) 
 

• Students will sing “The Rock Cycle Song.” 
 
Part 2 – (10-15 minutes) if done completely in class. 
 

• Teacher will post LOC images on Smart Board for 30 seconds each.  An alternative would be 
to print the 5 images and lead students on a gallery walk.   

• Allow students to view the images for 30 seconds each and complete the Primary Source 
Analysis Tool. 

• The teacher will lead a discussion on the following questions: 
– What do you see in Pictures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5? 

• A town changing over time. 
• Students may note individual details from the images. 

– How are the pictures related to each other? 
• Town is changing and becoming more modernized. 

– How are the pictures related to the Rock Cycle? 
• Earth is always changing; Rocks change over time. 
• Change can be subtle or drastic. 
• The final photo indicates that change can be bad, as seen in the fight 

between the two boys.  Change on Earth can be destructive. 
 
Part 3 –  
 

• This activity was included with the intention of allowing the teacher to decide how it would 
be used.  Task cards have become a popular item on paid teacher sites.  It includes 28 task 
cards/review questions and I Can Statements.  The teacher can print and hang or post the I 
Can Statements in the class or on Google Classroom.   
Possible uses are noted on the Power Point, but include 

• Uses  
– All at once as Individual Review (Good as sub plans but least engaging) 
– Bell-ringer for the start of class 
– On an Exit Ticket before students leave class 
– Individual reteaching/remediation 
– White Board Team Review game (most engagement) – MY FAVORITE 
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– Instructions for Use –  
– Individual Review – Print and laminate Cards for all students in class.  Add one hole 

to the upper corner and attach to a binder ring.  Students flip through and answer 
questions individually. 

– Bell-Ringer – Teacher chooses a Question of the Day to start class. 
– Exit Ticket – Teacher chooses a question for students to answer and turn in before 

leaving class. 
– Individual Reteaching – Through the numerous Formative Assessments, teacher 

identifies students that need more assistance, finds videos or other multimedia to 
help, and offers personal reteaching.  Assess growth. 

– White Board Team Review – Break students into groups of 4; Distribute white 
boards, erasers, and markers; Students start game with 0 points.  Read a question.  
Give students 30 seconds for discussion and feedback within the group.  After 30 
seconds, student teams reveal written answers.  Disclose the correct answer.  If 
students are correct, +1 point.  If incorrect, -1 point.  Allow for discussion & 
explanation of answers.  I award a small prize to the winning team – Homework 
Pass, piece of candy, or a dollar store treasure. 

 
• Rubric – There is no rubric for assessment due to the multiple uses of the lesson. 


